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HDPE Protector Mat 2440 x 1100 x
10.0mm
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Short Description

Simple to install, Maintenance free & easy to clean, HDPE Protector Mat 2440 x 1100 x 10.0mm. Rated 30
tonne.

Description

HDPE Protector Mat 2440 x 1100 x 10.0mm

This heavy duty ground protection mat creates an instant roadway over virtually any type of terrain including
mud, sand, marshy, uneven or soft terrain. It is ideal for protecting valuable turf during landscaping projects
and offers a superior alternative to plywood and fibreglass. It will not warp, rot, crack or delaminate, and is
constructed from rugged HDPE. Save time & labour getting vehicles and equipment traversed over difficult
terrain and avoid potential injuries incurred while dislodging vehicles and equipment from mud. The Jaybro
ground protection mat also protects vehicles and equipment from excessive wear and damage due to
operating on unstable ground conditions.

Easily handled and laid by two workers, it eliminates the need for expensive cranes. This mat can be laid as
two parallel tracks or a single roadway, linked together with metal connections. It is easily cleaned due to a
less aggressive lug pattern, and is extremely durable, withstanding vehicle weights up to 80 tonnes.

Tested in extremes of hot and cold climates, it can be used hundreds of times and is guaranteed for 7 years.

 

Manufactured using super-strong high density polyethylene plastic (HDPE)
Chemical, weather and UV resistant
Each mat has a unique integrated tread pattern moulded onto both sides providing traction and stability for
nearly any type of heavy equipment
Simple to install
Maintenance free and easy to clean
Measures 2440 x 1100 x 10.0mm
Colour: Black
3 year warrant
 

Note: As with all temporary roadway systems, our mats are not suitable for use with steel tracked excavators
and their use will result in damage to mats. The area where the mat is placed should be relatively level - large
rocks or obstacles must be moved before placing the mats. This mat is not bridge material and should never
be used to cross or span large gaps. We suggest indoor storage - if stored outdoors, a protection or cover
should be used in order to avoid prolonged exposure to UV rays which may damage the plastic.
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Additional Information

CODE 49-PROMAT30

U.O.M Each

Weight 30

Length 2440 mm

Height 10

Width 1100 mm

Swatch no_selection
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